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then sets in. Repetition produces a gradual lowering of
vivid appreciation. Convention dominates, . . . The pro-
longation of outworn forms of life means a slow decadence
in which there is repetition without any fruit in the reaping
of value. There may be high survival power. For decadence,
undisturbed by originality or by external forces, is a slow
process. But the values of life are slowly ebbing/'
In such a civilization, if the difference in culture between
the dominant class and its neighbours, Toynbee's " internal
and external proletariat ", is not too great, then life may
always be vitalized again by internal political struggles,
the rise of a new element demanding a " place in the. sun "
and bringing with it new ideals of social and cultural perfec-
tion at which to aim ; or some section of the' " external
proletariat " may overrun the civilization without destroying
it, being themselves assimilated instead. But if the gap
has become too great, the social pyramid too acute, then
the old ideals cease to live and grow, though they may
survive in works of art or literature to interest and inspire
later peoples. Probably we should so account for the extra-
ordinary sterility of the Roman Empire, the thin trickle
of whose classical literature dries up completely soon after
a.d. 100. The governing classes of the whole western world
had been crushed and broken up, except for the few thousand
members of the Roman aristocracy; and these proved too
small a public to continue and carry on the always artificial
Roman, literary tradition as a living thing. Recruitment of
this aristocracy from outside by imperial fiat was con-
tinuous ; for the accidie that befell the senatorial class
under the empire was such that it did not even maintain
its numbers, But the cultured class thus formed and the
literary men, whom it patronized, drawn from the Latin
rhetorical schools of all the provincial capitals of the? West,
were unable to do more than imitate the outward forms
of Virgil; freshness and originality were gone* So, too,
with the rest of the empire: the alow normal development
of Kelts or Spaniards had been cut short, and their intellectual
energies deprived of any chance of expression except through

